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Prerequisites

• Slide set 1, basic Monte Carlo model Validation


• Available in V14.5 of the iPhone app MCarloRisk



To activate the feature, use this switch You will see the realized 50th  
percentile curve in black after doing Validate/Plot

along with black legend and 
black value read from curve based on  

cursor beam position

Validate tab



Since the realized 50th percentile curve takes 
into account the whole time of the Monte Carlo envelope,  

it is less sensitive to daily jumps in the actual price }versus the blue actual curve

you can see that the jump gets 
gradually taken into account 

in the realized 50th percentile curve 
in the time period beyond the jump 



Realized 50th percentile validation applies the find min |mean| 
operation for each back step of the Validate process

result after 
pressing 

find min |mean|

note: 
time slider 
all the way 
to the right 

since we always 
Validate 

the extreme 
right end 

of the  
Monte Carlo 

envelope

off by a few pennies  
due to 

Monte Carlo  
randomness*



off by a few pennies  
due to 

Monte Carlo  
randomness*

you can increase this number 
to get closer accuracy between 
bulk backtest (Monte Carlo tab) 

and exhaustive (Validate tab), 
but runs take longer

?

sliding the Validate cursor beam all the way  
to the right corresponds to the most 

recent bulk backtest on the Monte Carlo tab

all the 
way to  

the right

most recent 
50th percentile 
realized value 

in black



50%rlzd:  visual-only check for now

In this first release of this feature, this realized  
50th percentile Validate check 
is visual-only, it does not affect residual 
computations or the Report metrics.

these metrics 
are not affected yet 
by the 50% realized 

computation

However, stay tuned 
for future developments 

in this area



recall:  bright green curve is the  
model forecasted 50th percentile 

new black 50th percentile realized curve

since the black realized 50th percentile  
curve already takes 

into account the blue raw data curve 
when it is computed, 

it makes sense 
to compare 

bright green to black:

forecasted 50th versus realized 50th


for model Validation purposes



New for MCarloRisk Version 14.6 
MCarloRisk3D Version 5.5 (iPad)

• Validate residuals are computed versus the realized 50th 
percentile curve instead of the raw price curve, if the new 
Validate versus realized 50th %ile setting is on.


• See diagrams on next page.



default: compare to raw price optional:  compare to realized 50th percentile

black -  
bright green

blue -  
bright green

as always, 
the most recent 

validate residuals 
are mapped 
back to the 

most recent Monte Carlo 
envelope as a dark green bar



New for MCarloRisk Version 14.8 

Two different methods for computing 5th percentile realized time series  
in the Validate tab.



Version 14.8, 5th percentile realized options in Validate 

Default is to take the 50% realized curve (black) and apply the 5th percentile of the 
Monte Carlo backtest residual at each step of the Validate operation

new 5%rlzd curve



Example 5%rlzd calculation for 1 step of the Validate when the setting is 50%-5%

We have just run this to find the 50%rlzd value 

We always look at the far right of the  
Monte Carlo envelope since that what 

Validate does.

This is our realized 50th percentile value.

Also shown on this graph with the 
the thin black curve (right end of it).

Now our residuals are shown by these hash marks.

Statistics of the residuals are here.

We pull the 5th percentile of our residuals  
and apply it to the  
50% realized price.

$273.64 - $25.143 = $248.5

This number is graphed as a point of the  
light gray line  

on the Validate graph.



Explanation

With these settings...

The realized 5th percentile time series is essentially 
an offset from the realized 50th percentile curve, 

but not a constant offset. 



Alternate compute method for 5%rlzd

The algorithm for find realized ~5th is run for each step of the Validate.
Resulting Validate curve light gray.



Explanation and cautions

For this method, early outliers can pull down the whole trace. 

This value is bottomed out (0.5% is lowest we compute)

This number indicates that 12%  
of the blue raw points are still  
below the black curve, even though 
this is supposed to be a 5% curve.

--> Our model is not correlated enough to 
capture the realized 5th percentile in this manner.

can't go any lower...however...



Qualitative comparison of methods

50%-5% method 5%rlzd method

observe the gray curve

more erratic due 
to outlier sensitivity 

described on prior page

realized vs. forecasted seems to agree better in this example 
for most of the Validate (tho it is "agreeing" to the 1% curve, not the 5%)

Since 
this method 
is a variable 
offset from 
the more 

stable realized 
50th curve, 

the resultant 
curve is less 

erratic.



Quantitative comparison of methods:  studies need to be done

50%-5% method 5%rlzd method

observe the gray curve

We don't know which of these methods of calculating the realized 5% curve is Quantitatively  
better yet, so we provide them both for your experimentation & trials.


